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Chapter 18 - Parking Management 

18.1 Introduction: Parking in the urban context 
Growth of population, urbanisation and economic affluence of public has lead to increased 
ownership of personal motor vehicles. Yet, personal cars and two-wheelers serve less than a 
third of all trips. All motor-vehicular trips begin and end in a parking space. On an average, 
cars remain parked more than 95%1 of the time, often occupying valuable street space that 
could be put to more efficient and equitable use. With rising levels of motorisation, the 
capacity of many streets is saturated. Parked vehicles, often haphazardly and for free, often 
hinder movement of pedestrians, cyclists and public transport users.  

To address these concerns, there is a need for cities to adopt and implement appropriate 
transportation and travel demand management policies that discourage personal vehicle use, 
while simultaneously improving public transport and encouraging non-polluting, sustainable 
transport modes like walking and cycling. Managing and regulating parking is a key aspect of 
this approach.  

Streets must be designed, not just for movement and parking of personal motor vehicles, but 
also for pedestrians, cyclists and other users. As cities continue to grow, there is also a need 
to effectively manage movement and parking of commercial vehicles, so that they support 
economic activities in the city, without affecting functioning and use of public spaces. 
Intermediate public transport systems, like auto rickshaws and taxis must also be included in 
the planning process, as they provide important last-mile connectivity for public transport 
users.  

In this context, this document presents guidelines for planning, designing, and management 
of parking for various vehicles that can be found on urban roads in India.  

18.2 Scope 
This chapter gives guidance on planning, designing, and managing public on-street and off-
street parking facilities. The principles and design guidance stated in this document is 
applicable to other types of parking facilities (such as privately-owned and privately or 
publicly accessible off-street parking). Detailed guidance on management of such parking 
facilities is out of the scope of this document. It is emphasised, however, that the urban local 
bodies and planning authorities concerned must develop adequate and appropriate 
mechanisms to manage such kind of parking for residential, commercial, industrial and other 
types of buildings. 

18.3 Principles for parking management & regulation 
Parking is not a right. It is not a public good that governments need to provide, but a private 
commodity that must be priced.  Instead of trying to increase parking supply, cities must 
focus on promoting walking, cycling and public transport. Cities must follow the following 
principles while making decisions relating to parking management and regulation.  

                                                
1 Heck and Rogers 2014 as cited by Rode & Floater, NCE Cities - Paper 03: Accessibility in Cities: Transport and Urban Form, The New 
Climate Economy  & LSE Cities, Fig. 23. 
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• Prioritise sustainable modes of transport. Cities must make transport planning 
decisions that give priority to facilities for sustainable modes of transport over parking, 
both on the street as well as off the street (such as intermodal facilities). Rather than 
creating park-and-ride facilities, cities must provide feeder connections and improve 
intermodal integration between various public transport modes. Cities must prioritize 
sustainable modes of transport (walking, cycling, public transport) in their financial plans. 

• Price parking to manage demand. Treating parking a commodity means that parking 
fee must be proportional to demand. While determining parking rates, cities must ensure 
that streets with higher parking demand must have higher parking fee. Parking rates must 
be based on location, time of day, duration of parking and category of vehicle (defined by 
size and type). Prices for on-street parking must be higher than off-street parking to 
encourage people to use off-street facilities and free up road space for other uses. 

• Manage and enforce on-street parking first. Even when off-street parking is available 
to users of personal motor vehicles, it is often underutilised due to the low or no cost of 
on-street parking and poor enforcement. Thus, cities must manage and enforce on-street 
parking effectively before building any off-street parking facilities, public or private.  

• No subsidy to parking. Cities must not subsidize on-street or off-street parking for 
personal motor vehicles (including multi-level parking), implicitly or explicitly. Where 
private sector develops off-street parking for personal motor vehicles, the private sector 
must bear the full cost of land, construction, maintenance, and operations, and recoup its 
investment directly from parking users without any form of cross subsidy using public 
funds. Cities must ensure that users pay full cost of parking facility based on opportunity 
cost of land, capital cost, O&M cost and temporal demand. 

• Parking revenue for sustainable modes of transport. Cities must earmark the revenue 
from parking management for investments in sustainable modes of transport. Specifically, 
cities must develop mechanisms whereby a good portion of the parking revenue from an 
area of the city is spent on improving walking, cycling and public transport facilities 
within that area. For example in the year 2015, the councils in England made a record 
surplus from parking charges. They collectively collected £693million from their parking 
operations. The Local Government Association planned to spend this surplus money on 
transport projects (Boyce, 2015).  

• Limit parking supply. Cities must limit total parking supply, including public and 
private off street and on street parking, based on the capacity of the road network in the 
zone. Cities must set caps on the total quantum of parking available in each zone. 
Construction of additional off-street parking spaces (public as well as private, including 
multi-level car parking) facilities must be balanced with a reduction in on-street parking. 
For example, in 1996, the city of Zurich in Switzerland capped parking supply at 1990 
levels, to prevent addition of extra parking in the city centre that might result in increased 
congestion.  

• Create active street frontage. Parking in the front setback creates an undesirable 
separation between footpaths and activity within buildings. Further, stilt parking on the 
street facing edge of buildings create inactive and potentially unsafe spaces. Cities must 
modify building regulations to ensure active edges and prohibit parking in the front 
setback.  
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18.4 Design of parking facilities 

18.4.1 Public on-street parking 

Public on-street parking facilities are defined primarily by street design. The following 
sections outline key approaches to designing streets, with a specific focus on parking. These 
include a framework to identify streets where parking provision is feasible, design of parking 
slots, as well as guidance on parking geometry, orientation etc. 

18.4.1.1 Hierarchy of street elements 

Streets must be designed for all road users, including pedestrians, cyclists, public transport 
users, freight and personal motor vehicles. Facilities for sustainable transport modes must be 
prioritised first. While designing streets, the following hierarchy must be followed.  

 

First  Facilities for pedestrians  
 Facilities for human powered vehicles  
  Facilities for public transport  

Facilities for intermediate public transport/ shared 
mobility  

  Economic activities  
  Facilities for light freight vehicles  
  Facilities for personal motor vehicle movement 
 Last Facilities for heavy freight vehicles  

 
 
Figure 1. Hierarchy of street elements 

Cities must ensure that all streets are safe for walking. This can be achieved by providing 
dedicated footpaths (in accordance with IRC 103: 2012) or designing streets so that vehicular 
speeds do not exceed 15 km/hr. Cities must ensure that all streets are also safe for cycling, 
either by providing dedicated cycle tracks or by designing streets using traffic calming 
elements (like narrowing carriageway, frequent raised pedestrian crossings etc.) so that motor 
vehicular speeds are less than 30 km/hr.  

18.4.1.2 Parking provision for different street types 

Parking slots must be defined only after providing ample space for footpaths, cycle tracks, 
trees and landscaping elements, public transport infrastructure such as bus stops, dedicated 
transit lanes, docks for cycle sharing systems, street vending and other public utilities. The 
following table gives guidance on various street elements that must be provided on streets. In 
all streets, provision of parking is optional. 
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Typical Right-
of-Way (RoW) 

Street Elements (� Mandatory, »Recommended,○Optional) 

Footpath 
Cycle 
Track 

Dedicated 
transit 
corridor 

Carriageway 
Traffic calming 
elements 

Parking  Service lane 

RoW  ≥ 36 m ● » » 
● 

Two-way 
traffic only 

●  
on streets 
without 
dedicated 
cycle tracks 

○ ○ 

30 m ≤ RoW < 
36 m 

● » » 
● 

Two-way 
traffic only 

●  
on streets 
without 
dedicated 
cycle tracks 

○ - 

24 m ≤ RoW < 
30 m 

● » » 
● 

Two-way traffic 
only 

●  

on streets without 
dedicated cycle 
tracks 

○ - 

18 m ≤ RoW < 
24 m 

●  -   
● 

One- or two-way 
traffic 

● ○ - 

12 m ≤ RoW < 
18 m 

● -  
● 

One- or two-way 
traffic 

● ○ - 

9 m ≤ RoW < 
12 m 

● - - 
○ 

One- or two-way 
traffic 

● 

○ 

Must be allowed 
only on streets 
with one-way 
traffic 

- 

RoW < 9 m 

○ 

Only on 
one side 

 - 
○  

Only one-way 
traffic 

● 

○ 

Must be allowed 
only on streets 
with one-way 
traffic 

- 

Greenways with 
varied RoW 

Combined NMT-
only zones 

- - - - - 
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NMT-only 
zones including 
streets with 
varied RoW, 
pedestrian 
plazas and other 
public spaces.  

Combined NMT-
only zones 

- - - - - 

Table 1.  Street elements for various street types 

18.4.1.3 Location of on-street parking areas 

On streets where provision of on-street parking slots is feasible, the following criteria must be 
taken into account for determining location of parking slots.  

• On large streets with dedicated transit corridors (including arterial streets in cities), 
parking, loading & unloading activities must usually be restricted.  

• On all other streets, parking slots must be allocated only after providing adequate 
space for various elements mentioned in Table 1 above. 

• All parking slots must be defined through physical means such as kerbs, paving and 
road markings.  

• Parking bays should not be continuous, so as to prevent through driving. Parking bays 
should be interrupted by bulb-outs, tree pits and other street amenities. Frequent at-
grade pedestrian crossings must be provided at every 80 - 250m, in accordance with 
IRC 103-2012. Kerb extensions and bulb-outs must be used to shorten crossing 
distance to no more than 2 vehicular lanes, as shown.  

 
Figure 2. Where there is insufficient space for tree pits, utility boxes, street furniture, or vending  on the footpaths, the 

footpath should be extended through a bulb-out in the parking lane. Pedestrians must be given the shortest possible direct 

route to cross the street (IRC 103 -2012). The bulbout in the parking lane helps reduce the crossing distance. 

• Parking bays can be located adjoining the cycle lane so as to protect cycle lanes from 
high-speed vehicular traffic. In such cases, a buffer of 0.5m must be provided between 
cycle lanes.  
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• On narrow streets, alternate parking/ utility zones/landscaping can be located in such a 
way as to reduce vehicle speeds, making it safe for walking and cycling. Plan of such a 
street with meandering carriageway is shown below. 

 

Figure 3. Providing parking slots that alternate between the two sides of this 12m street prevents vehicles from speeding. 

• Parking bays should not have guard rails or other features that might prevent direct access 
to footpath from parking slots or the street. 

• Parking slots should not be allocated at the following locations.  

o Within 20 M on approaches to intersections. 

o Streets designated as NMT-only zones, and greenways.  

o In front of property entrances. A plot must not have more than one vehicular entry 
and one exit (of maximum width of 3m each). 

o Within or under structures such as bridges, tunnels and underpasses. 

o Within 8m from the pedestrian crossings and bus stops.  

o In addition to physical design of streets, cities can designate additional streets/ 
locations where parking for different vehicle types can be prohibited, to give 
priority to sustainable transport modes.  

18.4.1.4 Parking design for different vehicle types 

Within each street, once permissible parking areas have been identified, cities must follow 
the following parking hierarchy. Cities must prioritise parking of non-motorised vehicles and 
IPT modes as these provide last mile connectivity to transit. Parking for personal motor 
vehicles must be limited.  
 

First  Non- Motorized Vehicle Parking (Cycle) 

 Non-motorized IPT vehicle stand and pick-up and drop 
off areas (Cycle rickshaws) 

  Motorized IPT vehicle stand and pick-up and drop off 
areas (3- and 4-wheelers such as auto rickshaws and 
taxis) 

  Freight loading/ unloading areas 
  PMV parking (2-wheelers) 

 Last PMV parking (4-wheelers) 

Figure 4. Hierarchy of parking provision. 
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Parallel parking configuration, where vehicles are parked parallel to the kerb, must be 
preferred over angular and perpendicular parking configurations for all three-wheeled and 
four-wheeled vehicles including motor cars, light commercial vehicles (LCV), buses and 
trucks. Perpendicular parking configuration must be preferred for motorised two-wheelers as 
well as bicycles. 

 
Figure 5. Parallel parking is preferred for all 3- and 4- wheelers as angular and perpendicular parking occupy a large portion 

of the right-of-way. Exiting angular and perpendicular parking bays can be dangerous because drivers have limited visibility. 

Vehicle 
type 

Parking 
orientation 

Parkin
g 
geomet
ry 

ECS 
factor 

Additional considerations for design of parking 
slots (number of parking slots and management 
strategies) 

NMT 
vehicles i.e. 
cycles 

Perpendicul
ar parking 

0.5 M 
x 2.0 
M 

0.09 

• Cycle parking must be at the level of cycle-
tracks in case of streets with dedicated cycle 
tracks, or the level of carriageway in case of 
streets without dedicated cycle tracks. 

• Cycle parking must include provisions for 
locking cycles. These can be in the form of 
Sheffield stands or bike racks. 

• Weather protected cycle parking must be 
provided where possible.  

• In case of high demand, in areas near transit 
stations, cycle lockers and stacked parking 
must be provided. 

Non-
motorised 
IPT 
vehicles (3-
wheelers) 
i.e. cycle 
rickshaws 

Parallel 
parking 

1.5 M 
x 2.5 
M 

0.34 

• Cities must prioritise IPT pick-up/drop off 
points & IPT stands in transit areas and 
commercial business districts. Such facilities 
must be located so that they do not hinder 
movement of public transport vehicles, 
pedestrians and cyclists. 

Motorised 
IPT 
vehicles (3-
wheelers) 
i.e. auto 
rickshaws 

Parallel 
parking 

1.5 M 
x 3.0 
M 

0.41   

• Cities must prioritise IPT pick-up/drop off 
points & IPT stands in transit areas and 
commercial business districts. Such facilities 
must be located so that they do not hinder 
movement of public transport vehicles, 
pedestrians and cyclists. 

Motorised 
IPT 

Parallel 
parking 

2.0 M 
X 5.5 1.0 • Cities must prioritise IPT pick-up/drop off 

points & IPT stands in transit areas and 
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vehicles 
and 
Personal 
motor 
vehicles  
(4-
wheelers) 

M commercial business districts. Such facilities 
must be located so that they do not hinder 
movement of public transport vehicles, 
pedestrians and cyclists. 

• Cities must focus on reducing supply of 
parking for personal motor vehicles.  

• Parking space for personal motor vehicles 
must be provided only after providing 
adequate space for walking, cycling and 
public transport. 

Public and 
private 
buses and 
Freight 
vehicles 
(HCV) 

Parallel 
parking 

3.0 M 
X 15.0 
M 

4.1 

• Where possible, on-street parking of public 
& private buses should be discouraged. 
Dedicated off-street facilities must be 
developed. 

• On-street parking of HCVs should be 
discouraged at all times. Cities must develop 
detailed plans for movement and parking for 
HCVs. Cities can impose time restrictions 
for movement of HCVs on urban roads. 
Freight terminals and temporary holding 
areas for HCV must be planned.  

Personal 
motor-
vehicles (2-
wheelers) 

Perpendicul
ar parking 

2.0 M 
X 1.0 
M 

0.18 

• Cities must focus on reducing supply of 
parking for personal motor vehicles.  

• Parking space for personal motor vehicles 
must be provided only after providing 
adequate space for walking, cycling and 
public transport.  

• On-street parking slots used for motorised 2-
wheelers must be at the same level as the 
carriageway. 

Table 2. Parking slot sizes and considerations for different vehicle types. 
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Figure 6. Plan showing parking for different vehicle types. 
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18.4.1.5 Parking signage and road markings 

Signages must be erected that clearly communicate parking rules to the public (category of 
vehicle based on size and type, peak and off-peak parking rates, time limits, mandatory 
clearance times / days, etc.). Road signages must be in compliance with the guidelines stated 
in IRC 67. All signages must be located so as to not hinder pedestrian and cyclist movement, 
in the ‘furniture zone’ of the street as defined by IRC 103-2012. 

Road markings must clearly indicate parking and no-parking areas. In accordance with IRC 
35, parking slots should be indicated using solid white lines 100mm wide. No parking areas 
should be indicated using a continuous yellow line 100mm wide covering the top of the kerb 
or the carriageway close it.  

Clear road markings and signages are advisable at each street with the following information: 

• Where parking is allowed and not allowed; 

• What type of vehicle may park (e.g., motorbike, car, delivery truck); 

• Permitted parking orientation for different vehicle categories (e.g. perpendicular, 
angular, or parallel); 

• Applicable parking fees, including operational working hours when parking fees are 
in effect 

• Block face number (used when paying parking fees); 

18.4.1.6 Material 

Along with signages and road markings, material difference between parking slots and 
carriageways are preferred to visually demarcate and physically indicate parking areas. Since 
parking slots are located at the sides, on the lowest point of the road, they must be designed 
to help in infiltration of water. Paver blocks, porous asphalt and other material can be used 
for parking slots as they offer visual difference and also provide a porous surface that 
prevents rain water from stagnating in parking slots. Cobble stone finishes and other 
materials that offer too much of level variations must be avoided for 2-wheeler parking slots. 
Wheel stoppers should be provided to avoid vehicles from occupying space on the footpaths.  

Cycle parking must include provisions for locking cycles. These can be in the form of 
Sheffield stands or bike racks. Weather protected cycle parking must be provided wherever 
possible.  

18.4.1.7 Accessible-parking 

The following guidelines must be followed for design of accessible on-street 4-wheeler (car) 
parking facilities2.  

                                                
2 Harmonised Guidelines and Space Standards for Barrier Free Built Environment for Persons with Disabilities and Elderly 
Persons, Government of India, Ministry of Urban Development, February 2016 
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• Designated accessible parking with overall minimum dimension of 3.6 M x 5.0 M 
must be provided, arranged perpendicular to the kerb and 3.5 M x 5.5 M must be 
provided for parallel parking.  

• If provided perpendicular to the kerb, a minimum clear space of 1200mm must be 
provided to facilitate transfer of wheelchair from the car to footpath. Appropriate kerb 
ramps must be provided to access footpaths from the parking slots. The gradient of a 
kerb ramp should not be steeper than 1:12; the flared sides should not be more than 
1:10. 

• In case of parallel parking, where people prefer to transfer on the roadside, a clear 
space of 1.2 M must be available at the ends of the car to allow user to gain access to 
the footpaths. 

• Accessible parking must be clearly defined and integrated into street design. Bulbouts 
can be used to address differences between parking geometry between accessible 
parking and other street elements. Strong enforcement must be carried out to prevent 
misuse of accessible parking slots by others.  

• Access points to and from these parking slots must be level, with a firm surface to 
enable smooth movement of users in wheelchairs, crutches and walking sticks.  

• Footpaths leading to and from these parking slots must also be designed to be 
wheelchair-accessible, in compliance with the guidelines stated in IRC 103-2012. 

• Accessible parking slots should have international symbol of accessibility painted on 
it on the ground also on a signpost/ board near it. The signs should meet the following 
conditions:  

o A square with dimensions of at least 1.0 M but not exceeding 1.5 M  in length; 

o Be located at the centre of the lot; and 

o The colour of the symbol should be white on a blue background. 

 

Figure 7. International symbol of accessibility  

On the route from the entrance to the accessible parking spaces, signs should indicate the 
whereabouts of accessible parking by the international symbol of accessibility. These signs 
should be positioned at a height of 2.1 M, so that they can be seen even if cars are parked in 
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the vicinity. Signages must be 600mm x 600mm in size, easily visible from the driver’s seat. 
Directional signages must also be employed to guide people to the designated parking slot.  

 

Figure 8. (Top left) In case of perpendicular parking, a common aisle of 1200mm can be shared between two accessible 

parking spaces. (Top right) Signs indicating accessible parking slot should be visible even when cars are parked in the 

vicinity. (Bottom) Example of a sign indicating accessible parking. 

 
Figure 9: Accessible Parallel Parking (Total Bay Size – 3.5 M x 5.5 M) 

18.4.2 Public off-street parking 

18.4.2.1  Parking slots in off-street parking facilities 

For off-street parking, stall size for personal motor vehicles (4-wheelers) must be 2.5 M x 5.0 
M.. For 3-wheelers, stall size of 1.5 M x 3.0 M can be used. Various parking layouts for 
vehicles can be found in IRC SP12-2015. 
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The following space standards while designing off-street parking facilities, should be as 
under:  

Type of off-street parking 
facility 

Total parking area per ECS 
(inclusive of circulation 
space)3 

Open parking 23 sqm 

Covered parking on ground 
floor 28 sqm 

Basement or multistoried 
parking 32 sqm 

Table 3. Off-street parking space standards. 

The following guidelines must be followed while designing accessible parking in off-street 
parking facilities. 

• Accessible parking must be located in those parking slots nearest to the accessible 
entrance and/or lift lobby. These slots should be located within 30 meters of the main 
entrance, and should be minimum 3.6 M X 5.0 M in size, including aisle space of 1.2 
M, in accordance with the guidelines stated in Section 18.18.4.1.7. 

• Two accessible parking lot should be provided for every 25 car parking spaces 
(MoUD, 2016).  

18.4.2.2 Planning off-street parking facilities 

Off-street parking facilities can be of the following types:  

• Surface car parking 

• Underground parking/ Multi-storied car parking 

• Roof parking  

• Special parking facilities such as automated parking systems 

• Park-and-ride facilities at terminal transit stations 

Planning for these off-street parking facilities must take into account the following.  

• Off-street parking facilities should not increase overall parking supply within a 
particular area or parking district.  

• Cities should not build public off-street parking facilities without managing on-street 
parking first.  

• Public off-street parking spaces must be adequately priced, and must take into account 
cost recovery from construction and management, as well as existing and future 
utilization of land proposed for such facilities. Where public off-street parking is 
provided, off-street parking spaces should be priced lower than on-street parking, so 
as shift people from on-street facilities and free up road space for other uses. Parking 
fee for off-street parking facilities should follow the guidelines stated in Section 0.  

                                                
3 NBC 2005 
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• Public off-street parking facilities must be developed in a PPP model, after assessing 
financial viability of such projects. Public funds must not be used to pay for or 
subsidise costs of providing such facilities.  

• Off-street parking facilities must not be located within 500 M of mass transit stations 
and stops.  

• Park-and-ride facilities must be discouraged in dense urban locations where parking 
delivers fewer passengers to the mass transit system than most other possible uses of 
floor space. In dense urban contexts, complementary bus services, and bicycle-based 
park-and-ride are likely to be much more cost-effective than car based park-and-ride. 
In place of parking, cities must encourage mixed use developments near stations. 

Park-and-ride facilities must be provided only in terminal mass rapid transit stations 
where it can be demonstrated such facilities will lead to overall reductions in 
congestion, journey times and vehicle kilometres. Park-and-ride must not be provided 
in other stations.  

 

18.5 Managing public parking 
Along with street design and investments in sustainable transport, cities must implement a 
robust parking management system with the following features. 

• Features parking design that  

o Rationalises available parking slots on streets, allowing parking only in those 
areas where parking activities do not affect movement of pedestrians, cyclists, 
and public transport users.  

o Does not increase supply of parking. 

• Features dynamic pricing systems that  

o Reduces demand for parking by using fee structures that vary with parking 
demand. 

o Maximises turnover and enables economic vibrancy, by prioritising short term 
parking over long term parking, and by actively discouraging long term 
parking,  

o Optimises utilisation of available parking spaces, by increasing turnover of 
each available space.  

• Uses information-technology (IT) systems for parking operations that  

o Supports effective management 

o Provides real time monitoring that enables data-driven decision making.  

o Reduces revenue leakage, and helps ensure transparency.  

o Helps in better enforcement 

• Features robust user information systems (signages, customer portals etc.) that  

o Clarifies parking rules to users. 
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o Provides high quality customer service for payment of parking fees and fines.  

o Communicates benefits of the systems and its impact. 

• Generates revenue for cities to support sustainable transport improvements.  

Implementing such a system involves the following.  

18.5.1 Defining parking districts 

Cities must adopt a zone-based approach to minimise spillover parking from high-priced 
areas. Cities must be subdivided into multiple parking districts, based on existing 
administrative boundaries (such as wards or zones) or level of public transport access. A 
parking district will be the main unit for administering parking regulations and management.  

Each parking district must comprise the entire street network within the area — including 
streets with no parking, paid parking, and unpaid parking — as well as any paid or unpaid 
off-street parking. The management of on-street as well as off-street parking in each district 
must be managed by a single parking service provider. 

 

Figure 10.  Map of parking districts in Paris, France. Prices of parking vary in each district.4 

Each stretch of a street between two intersections, called a block face, would be the smallest 
unit of parking management within each parking district. Different block faces within a 
parking district may have different parking rates and rules. A block face can be designated 
either as paid parking, unpaid parking, or no-parking areas (which must be monitored to 
ensure no parking occurs). All parking slots within the block face must be defined in 
accordance with guidelines stated in the Section 18. ·.  

18.5.2 Assessing public parking facilities in each parking district 

Cities must conduct a comprehensive audit of all public parking facilities, both on-street and 
off-street, to understand existing parking supply and demand (While cities can also assess 
off-street private parking facilities, guidance on management of private off-street parking is 
beyond the scope of this guideline. Recommended regulations for off-street parking can be 

                                                
4 Source: Kodransky & Hermann 2011, Europe’s Parking U-Turn: From Accommodation to Regulation, ITDP 
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found in Section 18.18.4.2.1 ). The audit can help the city identify those parking districts 
where parking management must be prioritised, define guidelines for setting parking prices 
and rules etc.  

• Cities must determine parking supply, by creating a complete inventory of the public 
parking supply for each parking district, determine occupancy levels of existing parking 
facilities, and assess turnover rates for these facilities.  

• Cities must use the ECS factor and dimensions as defined in Table 2 for determining on-
street parking facilities.  

• To determine the number of parking spaces in off-street parking facilities, space standards 
defined in Table 3 must be used.  

18.5.3 Determining parking rates 

Cities must adopt the following approach to determine parking rates. 

 

Pricing parking based on demand 

Within each parking district, parking must be charged on block faces with high demand. If 
peak-period occupancy is greater than 60% on any given block face, parking charges must be 
initiated. Parking rates must be increased if demand is consistently high, i.e., when 
occupancy is more than 90% during peak periods over a period of three months. This will 
ensure that only people who have the highest willingness to pay are able to find vacant spots. 

If peak-period occupancy is less than 60% on any given block face, cities may choose not to 
levy any parking fee. If off-peak-period (for e.g., night time) occupancy is less than 40%, the 
city may chose not to levy any parking fee for off-peak hours even if it continues to charge 
for parking during peak periods. 

Parking rates must be determined based on 

• Location of the parking spot. Parking must be priced higher in areas of high demand 
such as central business districts, city centres, commercial areas, etc. On-street 
parking fees must be higher than fees for off-street public parking, so that users shift 
to off-street parking facilities and free-up road space for other uses.  

• Time of the day, day of the week. To reduce congestion during peak periods, price 
of parking during peak periods must be higher than non-peak hours. 

• Duration of parking. Parking fee must be in proportion to the time parked. Fees for 
parking for longer duration must be higher than parking for shorter duration.  No 
discounts must be provided for long-term parking. 

• Category of vehicle (Size and type).  

o Size of vehicle. Parking rates must be determined based on vehicle size. For 
example, motorized two-wheelers must be charged one fifth of the fee for 
four-wheelers, for a given location, time of the day, and duration as they 
consume one-fifth of the road space as that of a 4-wheeler.  
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o Type of vehicle. In addition to size of vehicle, cities must determine parking 
rates for different vehicle types (Motorised IPT vehicles (4-and 3-wheelers), 
Freight vehicles, personal motor vehicles (2-wheelers), personal motor 
vehicles (4-wheelers), and others). For vehicles of the same size, vehicles used 
as IPT must be charged proportionately lower as compared to personal motor 
vehicles. Non-motorised transport vehicles (used as personal vehicles as well 
as IPT) must be exempt from parking charges. 

Determining parking fee exemptions and discounts 

Cities can exempt or provide discounts for certain vehicles from parking fees when parked in 
designated slots during certain periods.  

• Cycle parking must be free of charge at all times. 

• On-duty emergency vehicles can be exempt from parking fees.  

• Parking fee may not apply on passenger auto rickshaws and taxis when parked in 
designated slots meant for their parking such as IPT stands. Parking fines can be 
applied when IPT vehicles are found parked in IPT pick-up and drop off areas that are 
primarily meant for picking up and dropping off customers.  

Parking permits 

Residential parking permits for on-street parking may be issued to residents living in a 
parking district at a discounted rate compared to the applicable rate. While issuing such 
permits, cities must ensure that such permits are valid only in the parking district where the 
residence is located (called the home parking district), from 8 pm - 8 am. In case a vehicle is 
parked in a non-home parking district (a district other than the one where the permit is valid), 
parking rules of the non-home district must apply without any discounts. Price of these 
permits will be determined based on the demand and can be valid for a period of one year. To 
optimise use of existing parking facilities, cities must not issue any designated parking slot 
for a permit holder ie., having a permit does not guarantee a parking spot to the permit-
holder.  

Cities can also issue parking permits for the differently-abled, that allows them to park in 
designated parking slots. Such permits must be issued only if users furnish a proof of 
disability, as certified by designated medical officer or other authority identified by the city. 
Vehicles used by the differently-abled can be given a discount on parking fee when they are 
parked in parking slots designated for their use. Discounts must be applicable only when the 
vehicle is being used to transport the individual to whom the permit was issued. No discount 
must be applicable if the permit holder is not travelling in the vehicle. To avail discounts and 
to support enforcement activities, permits must be clearly displayed so the permit number and 
expiry date are visible from the exterior of the vehicle.  

Periodic revision of parking rates 

Cities must revise parking fees annually. Such revision must take into account both changing 
demand for parking, changing levels of vehicle ownership as well as change in value of land 
on which parking occurs.   
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18.5.4 Installing customer-oriented parking systems 

Choosing the right parking technology 

Cities must use a modern parking management system with an Information Technology (IT) 
backbone. Such IT-based systems provide a hassle-free payment portal that enable better 
customer satisfaction, feature a control centre that enable cities to better monitoring parking, 
and provides real-time data that can enable better decision making.  

Such parking systems can be one of the following types, or a combination of these.  

• Type of system for payment of parking fees:  

o Pay-by-phone parking systems, that allows users to pay for parking through a 
mobile app or a website. The user must set up an account with the parking service 
provider, using his/her mobile number and vehicle registration number. The user 
can then top-up his/her mobile wallet linked to the account using net-banking and 
other means and use it to pay for parking.  

o Pay-and-display parking systems with smart parking meters, where users can 
display proof of payment of parking fee on the dashboard of the vehicle. Smart 
parking meters can support a variety of payment options, such as credit cards, 
coins, and banknotes. Such meters can send information directly to the control 
center, on usage, turnover, and revenue generated by the meter. Such meters can 
also receive and display adjustments in fees, zones, or allowable time periods 
directly from the control center. 

• Type of technology for enforcement activities: 

o Personal digital assistant (PDA)-based enforcement. Handheld devices are used 
by enforcement officers who patrol the streets and document violations of parking 
rules. More advanced handheld devices can now also take photos as a way to 
document violations. The portable devices are GPS-enabled to indicate the 
location of the parking violation. 

o Parking systems with occupancy sensors, where sensors are installed on the 
parking slot, parallel to the kerb. Occupancy sensors automatically provide 
information to the control center and enable enforcement officers to dynamically 
track the occupancy, vacancy, and duration of stay in parking slots.  

o License plate recognition. License plate recognition devices, usually affixed to a 
van that travels along regulated streets and takes photos of license plate numbers, 
facilitates enforcement of parking rules. The license plate numbers documented 
by the photos are cross-checked in the central control center to see if a vehicle 
paid for parking.  

Locating operational equipment on street 

When implementing an on-street parking system, streets need to be redesigned to 
accommodate the parking slots in accordance with the guidelines stated in Section ·. Parking 
meters, if used, and parking signages must be placed in the ‘furniture zone’ of the footpath, in 
accordance with the guidelines stated in Section 18.4.1.5. 
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Enforcement activities 

Parking violations can be categorised into two primary types — non-payment of parking fees, 
and parking in a no-parking zone. Enforcement activities must addresses both types of 
violations. To ensure effective implementation of parking rules, parking service provider 
must manage parking enforcement in coordination with the traffic police.  

To ensure timely enforcement of parking rules, cities can outsource parking enforcement 
activities to the parking service provider. In such a case, the service provider can enlist 
enforcement officers to monitor parking violations through regular random spot checks or 
other means of enforcement selected by the city. The service provider can be paid a fee for 
registering an offense and clamping or towing the vehicle on behalf of the Traffic Police.  

All parking violations must be recorded and monitored from the central control centre set up 
at the city-level.  

Cities must identify vehicle impound yards within each parking district, where towed 
vehicles can be stored until the vehicle is released on payment of fine by the user. 
Enforcement officers of the service provider must not be authorized to directly collect fines. 

 

Figure 11. Enforcement officers using PDA to check status of parked vehicles. 

Real-time monitoring of parking events 

Cities must set up a control centre to monitor parking operations in real-time. All details 
related to parking events must be recorded in the control centre. These can include parking 
start time, parking endtime, registration number and time of vehicle parked in the parking 
slot, location, fee amount collected etc. 

The control centre must also provide real time assessment of number or vehicles parking on 
each block face and in each parking district, as well as details on enforcement for the 
activities of enforcement staff such as assigned itinerary, actual path taken, details of vehicles 
checked, and details of vehicles immobilized.  
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Figure 12. These images illustrate a real-time view of the parking situation in Budapest as it appears in the control center. 

Parking violations are recorded on the left screen. Parking availability is recorded on the right screen. These screens are 

visible in the back office of the parking control center, but not to the public. 

Customer information 

In addition to parking payment systems mentioned, cities must put in place effective 
customer information systems to inform the public on various aspects of parking. This can 
primarily be in the form of parking website along with supporting mobile applications and 
social media platforms. These platforms  

• Must provide real-time information on parking occupancy and parking fee levels at all 
on- and-off-street paid parking locations covered by the parking management system, 

• Include ‘How-to’ guides on using the parking system, setting up user accounts, fee 
payment, and fine payment. 

• Can include regular blog posts and articles with news about fee structures, changes in 
parking rules so as to encourage compliance with parking rules in the city. 
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Figure 13. Moscow’s parking website shows real-time availability of on-street parking on each street. The numbers in the 

blue circles indicate how many parking slots are available on a given street and the colours show whether occupancy is low 

(yellow), partially full (green) or high (red).5 

Monitoring parking management systems 
Cities must adopt different metrics to  

• monitor impact of parking management systems and guide planning decisions,  

• oversee parking operations of the service provider. 

• optimise systems costs and revenue, and 

• assess user satisfaction. 

Examples of such metrics include  

• average turnover per parking slot for different time periods (such as per peak or non-
peak periods, day of the week or month),  

• average parking duration,  

• number of parking spaces per enforcement officer,  

• compliance with parking rules, i.e. reduction in unauthorised or illegal parking, 
parking fines issued etc., 

• revenue generated from parking fees, enforcement, and advertisement, 

• capital, operational and management costs of the parking management system, etc. 

 

Reclaiming underused parking slots for walking, cycling and public transport 
Robust parking management systems, coupled with improvements in sustainable transport, 
can help shift users from personal motor vehicles to sustainable transport modes, or into off-
street parking facilities. This will result in reduced demand for on-street parking facilities.  

                                                
5 Source: http://parking.mos.ru/en/ 
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Cities can use street space freed up from parking to build better streets featuring cycle lanes, 
footpaths, parklets and other public amenities. Such public space improvements can not only 
minimise traffic congestion, but also help cities demonstrate impact of efficient parking 
management system in improving quality of life in the parking district.  

  

Figure 14. Between 2003 & 2007, Paris reduced on-street parking supply by 9%, while 95% of free parking slots were 

converted to paid parking slots. This, along with other measures, helped reduce vehicle kilometers travelled by 13%. Unused 

parking slots were reclaimed for installing cycle tracks, and cycle-sharing stations.6 

18.6 Operational arrangements and revenue management 

18.6.1 Institutional structure 

Successful implementation of parking management system will involve cooperation between 
multiple stakeholders (such as urban local bodies, traffic police, planning agencies, operators 
and others) at different stages of implementation. To manage all aspects of parking and to 
coordinate with various stakeholders, cities must set up a Parking Management Cell and staff 
it with professionals who are capable of managing and overseeing these complex and highly 
technical tasks. 

Such an institution must 

• Coordinate with various relevant agencies to develop a parking management strategy. 

• Assess parking demand in parking management zones and designate parking and no-
parking areas in consultation with the Traffic Police and other agencies. 

• Determine parking fee structures and fines. Review parking rates periodically to 
ensure price structures reflect changing demand patterns. 

• Develop key performance indicators to monitor operator performance (eg. occupancy 
rates in paid parking areas, the number of parking violations etc.). 

• Procure services of external agencies to conduct parking studies from time to time and 
to develop a parking management plan. 

• Outsource parking operations to service provider(s) who will develop an operating 
plan, implement an IT based parking management systems, manage fee collection, 
enforce parking rules, and provide customer care. 

                                                
6 Source: Kodransky & Hermann 2011, Europe’s Parking U-Turn: From Accommodation to Regulation, ITDP 
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• Ensure that the operator is fulfilling all contractual obligations. 

18.6.2 Contracting arrangements 

Cities must adopt a public-private participation (PPP) model to contract out parking 
operations to private sector agencies. This involves the following. 

• The contract for parking operations must be awarded to one or more service providers 
through a transparent bidding process. 

• Based on the number of parking events, cities can pay a fee to the service provider for 
setting up the parking management (and enforcement) system and operating it. 

• The service provider can be entitled to a bonus in case of good performance. 
Conversely, appropriate penalties may be levied on the service provider in case of 
poor performance. Cities must adopt clear indicators to assess level of performance of 
the service provider. Examples of such indicators are present in Section 0. 

The service provider can install, operate and maintain a parking management system that 

• Provides quick and hassle-free payment options to the customers through mobile-
phone based payment systems via an e-wallet linked to a registered vehicle and phone 
number. 

• Captures real-time monitoring data from parking control officers and smart parking 
meters to provide feedback on parking system performance and support the adaptation 
and improvement of parking policies to meet the changing travel demands of users. 
Real-time information can also enable app developers to provide products on parking 
space availability to assist drivers in finding a space. 

• Provides transparent means to enforce parking rules. 

• Ensures real-times access to all project data, such as a real-time information feed from 
parking operations and enforcement, to different agencies in the city.  

Parking Management Cell in the Pune Municipal Corporation consists of the following 
staff, who report to the Chief Engineer (Traffic Planning).  

Finance & Administration Manager, to oversee administration of the parking management 
cell, manage contracts with various consultants, assist in financial planning of parking systems 
and oversee revenue sharing between various agencies and contractors in accordance with 
revenue sharing guidelines. 

Planning & Implementation Manager, to oversee development of a parking management 
plan, oversee revision of parking plans, coordinate internally with the various departments in 
the city corporation (Town Planning, Roads, NMT Cell etc.) as well as externally to integrate 
parking management in street design and town planning decisions. 

Operations & Enforcement Manager, to oversee day to day parking operations carried out 
by the contractor(s), to manage the parking ‘control centre’ established by the parking 
contractor, to oversee integration of proposed IT system with other public transport payment 
tools (BRT / Metro smart cards, cycle sharing cards etc.), to coordinate with the Street design 
Cell, Roads and other departments in the municipal corporation and Traffic Police to facilitate 
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smooth operations. 

Communications Manager, to manage public relations and outreach of the parking cell, 
oversee customer service, collate user feedback and to disseminate benefits of parking 
management to the public through various media (events, apps, print, social media etc.) 

Figure 15. Structure of Parking Management Cell, Pune. 

18.6.3 Management of parking revenue 

Cities must adopt appropriate mechanisms to ensure that all parking revenue is deposited 
directly in an escrow account overseen by an independent financial manager. The service 
provider must not retain any user payment revenue directly. Surplus revenue, after paying the 
fee to the operator(s), must be channelised to promote walking, cycling and public transport, 
either directly through the municipal corporation or through a dedicated Urban 
Transportation Fund (UTF). 

18.7 Regulating off-street private parking 
Most Indian cities require a minimum quantum of parking to be built along with real estate. 
But this excessive supply of cheap parking ends up encouraging personal motor vehicle use, 
even when good public transport is available. Requirements for parking increase the price of 
real estate as developers are not able to use land efficiently: If a large portion of a commercial 
building’s area must be devoted to parking, it cannot be used for productive commercial uses. 
Also, as parking costs are typically bundled with the price of the unit, residents who do not 
travel by personal vehicle are forced to pay for parking spaces. 

Thus, while management of public-parking is the first step towards encouraging a shift to 
sustainable transport, it needs to be supported by various land-use planning and regulatory 
measures. Some such measures are outlined below. 

• Adopt parking maximums across the city. Parking is a function of road space, not 
built space i.e. existing road work in any part of the city cannot accommodate more 
than a defined number of vehicles, irrespective of built density. Hence, cities must 
remove minimum parking requirements across the city. Development control 
regulations must be modified to limit the total area for parking on any given plot, 
including gangways and access ramps, to 35% of plot area. Parking provided 
exclusively for cycles and the differently-abled can be exempt from this restriction. 
Cities can permit plot owners to create common off-street parking facilities, shared 
between two or more plot owners, provided that the total off-street parking created 
does not exceed the limit stated here.  

• Charge separately for off-street parking. Additional parking above this limit must 
be counted as part of floor-area-ratio (FAR). Cities must tax parking spaces equal to 
or higher than property tax rates for built-up space. Price of parking spaces should not 
be automatically included in the cost of residential, commercial, and other built 
spaces.  

• Adopt people-oriented building design guidelines. Parking in setbacks must be 
avoided. Instead, built form that contributes to street life must be encouraged by 
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adopting appropriate building design guidelines. Access to off-street parking facilities 
must be located such that they do not obstruct pedestrian environment. Stilt parking 
must not be allowed on plot edges abutting public streets. All off street parking must 
be located such that public walkways do not abut off street parking areas i.e., public 
walkways must abut habitable rooms.  

• Increase built density along rapid transit corridors. Cities must ensure that the 
majority of future population get to live, work and play within walking distance of 
rapid transit corridors. In other words, areas with good connectivity to public 
transport must have higher built densities as compared to other areas so that the travel 
needs of the population are met through sustainable modes. Development regulations 
must be modified to increase built density along rapid transit corridors. Access to 
transit must be improved through NMT improvements, augmenting feeder services 
and increasing transit capacity. Park-and-ride facilities in urban centres must not be 
built. 
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18.8 Definitions 
“Block face” is one side of a street between two major intersections where users may be 
allowed to park vehicles, for a fee or for free. Each parking block face is denoted by a unique 
identification code to help in parking management.  

“Control centre” means the central facility used mainly for service monitoring and 
operations control and for collecting, storing, consolidating, processing the information 
obtained from various elements of the parking management, agents, employees, service 
providers, communications systems and related elements. 

“Equivalent car space factor” or “ECS factor” is the size of a parking slot for a category 
of vehicle expressed as a fraction of the size of a car parking slot. 

“Greenway” means a waterway or strip of land set aside for recreational use of 
environmental protection and where vegetation is encouraged along with exclusive facilities 
for cycling and walking. 

“IT-based parking system” or “parking system” means a system in which collection of 
parking fees and system monitoring is managed real-time using a central server and control 
centre.  

“Intermediate Public Transport (IPT)” means vehicles like auto rickshaws and taxis that 
are operated by the private sector. These can be operated on a shared or per seat basis on 
informally organized routes and may or may not have intermediate stops.  The service may or 
may not have a predefined fare structure. 

“IPT stand” means the place where where intermediate-public transport (IPT) vehicles park 
while waiting to be hired. 

“IPT pick-up and drop off area” means designated areas on street where users can be 
picked up or dropped off by intermediate public transport (IPT) vehicles. IPT parking will not 
be allowed in these areas.  

“No-parking area” means any portion of a block face where parking is not permitted. All 
footpaths and cycle tracks are no-parking areas. 

“Non-motorized transport (NMT)” means human powered transportation such as walking 
and cycling. 

“NMT-only zones” are locations where motorised vehicle traffic is prohibited, while 
providing for commercial deliveries outside of normal hours, and accommodating emergency 
response vehicles. They are typically planned for in important market streets, historic 
districts, cultural areas, and others streets with high pedestrian activity.  

“Parking event” is an act that occurs when a vehicle is in a stationary position in a Paid 
Parking Lot or Paid Parking Block face.  

“Parking slot” is a parking space for one (1) vehicle. 

“Traffic calming” means those measures ensure pedestrian and vehicle safety by reducing at 
least speed and potentially also the volume of motor vehicles. Traffic calming slows down 
vehicles through vertical displacements, horizontal displacement, real or perceived narrowing 
of carriageway, material/colour changes that signal conflict point, or complete closure of a 
street. 


